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Abstract

APL has received a good acceptance as a language to be used in an interactive system. The power of an APL system can be dramatically increased by providing data-base capabilities. The language may then be used for creating, updating and retrieving information.

We believe that the most promising general approach to modelling a wide variety of data-structures is relational. We show how the APL language may be used to handle a relational data-base.

The basic element of data is called a data-item. Some data-items, called entities, are given a unique identifier. Data-items may be linked to entities as attributes. Entities may be linked between themselves by relations. By introducing the universe of discourse as being the ordered set of all identifiers, a relational model becomes an "array" model as in APL and the power of expression of the APL language is automatically available.

The arrays representing attributes and relations are sparse and require an appropriate physical representation. But this paper is concerned only with a logical view of the data and does not propose any implementation.
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INTRODUCTION

The last few years have seen spectacular developments in the functional capabilities, performance and availability of time-sharing systems. By creating a new interactive environment for computer usage they have stimulated interest in new applications and in new approaches to more conventional ones. But the crucial importance of response time, the complexity of new applications, the fact that the user is more probably an application specialist rather than a professional programmer have contributed to make some needs more apparent.

Let us try to get more insight into these requirements by considering an inquiry system.

In such a system the organization of data on auxiliary storage is most important. Information must be stored and retrieved with good performance. This generally requires a sophisticated data-base structure. A language must be available to specify the queries. This requires not only logical but also arithmetic and editing capabilities. It is also necessary to be able to keep track of the data structure when information is brought into core for further selection and processing.

But it is interesting to note that interactive applications which seem to be very different in nature often tend to require very similar or even identical features. And the requirements for an inquiry system are also valid for any on-line problem solving application.

We summarize these requirements as follows:
- handling of data structures in core and on auxiliary storage
- use of a general language for retrieval and processing of data.

As already mentioned, an interactive environment asks for tools which serve best the needs of application programmers. We feel that a new approach to data organization, at a purely logical level, would facilitate the development of interactive applications. It must be emphasized that these requirements are only more apparent in interactive applications. They do hold for data processing in general. Some applications will use powerful data structures in core; some others will be more oriented toward the manipulation of a data-base. But most applications require simultaneously data structures and data base facilities. They would therefore also benefit from a logical and integrated view of data. Such a view is proposed in this paper. It is based on four concepts which concern successively the data structure, the language, the information coding and the array representation of relations.
**CONCEPTS**

---

**Data structure**

Most programming languages support some kind of basic data structures, for example vectors and arrays. Others include features needed to handle more complex structures such as pointers, lists and rings. On auxiliary storage the structure of data generally appears under another form: fields in records, records in files, indexes etc. This dual view of data is rather artificial in the sense that it has been imposed by the hardware technology. It is responsible for a drawback in programming. Input/output statements are required as soon as auxiliary storage must be used.

On a purely logical level the user wants to address data in the data universe. He should be unaware of a dual core/auxiliary storage residence. (This does not preclude the existence of a dual view at a lower level in order to take full advantage of the available hardware.)

But even the assumption of an "infinite" core is only a partial solution because the user wants to address data not by core address but rather by references meaningful to his application. In order to progress in such a direction a new logical view of data is needed. We feel that the relational approach proposed by E. Codd (2) constitutes an excellent frame for a new data definition.

For reference, let us recall Codd's definition of an n-ary relation. Given n sets S1, S2... Sn not necessarily distinct, an n-ary relation R on these sets is a set of n-tuples, each of which has its ith element in Si. Si is called the ith domain of R. In order to refer to some specific domains of R, the domain name may be used only if it is unique in the relation R. If not, a role name must be used to specify a domain without ambiguity.

At this point it is sufficient to understand intuitively that elements involved in relations are atoms of data, also called data-items. They will be defined later.

**Example:** for illustration we shall use an example suggested in (2). In a firm there exists a set of projects, a set of parts, a set of suppliers. A relation

Supply (part, project, supplier)

is a set of n-tuples. Supply is the name of this set. The first element of an n-tuple is a part, the second one a project, the last one a supplier. It indicates what parts are supplied to which project, by what supplier.

But relations may also be used to specify complex data structures in core. Consider a binary relation R(S,S)
defined on two identical domains $S$. It may be used to organize cells into a list. The domain $S$ is the set of cells. A 2-tuple $(si, sj)$ is a member of the set $R$ if the cell $sj$ follows immediately the cell $si$ in the list. If one assumes that two particular cells 'top' and 'bottom' are also members of $S$, then the list is represented by $R$ containing the following $n$-tuples:

$$
top, s1
s1, s2
s2, ...
si, sj
..., bottom
$$

**Language requirements**

Several languages exist for specification of processing in an interactive environment. It is beyond the scope of this paper to analyze or compare the characteristics of these languages. But the power of expression of APL (5) (7) (8) (9) (11) has been recognized and its acceptance enhanced by the increasing number of users in different fields.

Specialized languages have also been proposed for specification of data retrieval, for queries for example (3). These languages must always be imbedded in a general purpose language in order to allow processing of retrieved information. We feel that an integrated approach, a single language with a uniform syntax, should be used. We shall see how APL can be used for such a purpose.

In this paper we always refer to APL as a language, never as a particular implementation or system. We suppose the reader is familiar with the general concepts of APL. References to the language will use only basic statements and will be annotated. Only the final example requires a more extensive knowledge of APL.

A remark is necessary concerning the level of language which is considered here. The description of a computer central processing unit implies the description of the data representation or data model (character, word, address) and the definition of a "machine language". A machine language is a set of instructions (or statements) which specify operations to be performed on the data. The same relationship exists between the higher level language APL and the data model on which it operates. The APL data model is based on arrays. But what about the common criticism on APL: how to introduce input/output operations, how to implement complex data structures?

Our answer consists of defining a more powerful relational data model, on which the APL language may operate, without any syntax alteration. The scope of this paper is precisely the definition of this model. We do not intend to discuss the implementation of such a machine. We are looking only at the APL interface.

It is also clear that a higher level language could be designed. Statements would then be compiled or interpreted into APL form.
**Information Coding**

Any representation of data in a computer implies an internal coding. We now define the coding schema used in the model.

One must first define the atom of information, the smallest piece of data which can be involved in a relation. This notion is intuitive, but we define it more formally by reference to the APL definition of a variable.

A data-item is a scalar or an array. The scalar or any element in the array may have one of the following types: logical (0-1), integer, floating point, character. All elements in an array have the same type. A single element of an array can be selected by specifying its indices. The number of indices required is called the rank of the array. A function \( P \) applied to an array \( A \) yields the size (or shape) of \( A \), that is, a vector whose components are the dimensions of \( A \). The \( i \)th dimension represents the number of different values which can be assigned to the \( i \)th index.

Goming back to the definition of a relation, we now say that the elements in the sets \( S \) are data-items. A data-item is atomic as far as relations are concerned.

Several coding mechanisms may be used to reference a data-item. Let us first consider two opposite mechanisms.

a) The internal machine code is used to represent the numbers or characters of the data-item. This means that any reference to a data-item is done by specifying the whole value of the data-item. If it must be stored the whole value is stored. If the data-item is fetched, the operation returns the value. This is very convenient if the data is referenced only once. If it is referenced several times it becomes uneconomical as far as space is concerned. The highly variable format of different data-items could also constitute a major problem.

b) Each atom of information within the system is assigned a unique identifier (referred to as \( \text{id} \)). We assume, without loss of generality, that the \( \text{id} \) is a positive integer. All relations between data-items are stored by using the \( \text{id} \)'s. Such coding has been used in (6) and (12). It assures a good use of space as the \( \text{id} \)'s generally occupy less space than the data-items themselves. It also standardizes the format. But for each such data-item one introduces a new abstract data-item called entity. The original data-item is in fact an attribute of the entity. This is consistent with a definition of entity given by N. Webster: "the existence of something as contrasted with its attributes or properties".

In the proposed data model we adopt the mechanism b) for the representation of relations between data-items, but we also allow the mechanism a) to be used for a common special case. This is illustrated by an example.
Consider the table A (it could also be a file) containing the descriptions of parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1637FT12</td>
<td>description...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G123888dd</td>
<td>description...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>....</td>
<td>........</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A

Such information can be coded by defining entities called PART with an attribute PART_NUMBER, entities called DESC with an attribute DESCRIPTION, and a relation

\[ D (\text{PART}_{id}, \text{DESC}_{id}) \]

relating each entity PART to the corresponding entity DESC. But this is probably the only place where the descriptions are ever used, and the introduction of an id for each of them offers no advantage. If we consider each description as being the value of an attribute DESC of an entity PART, the information concerning the descriptions can be specified by

\[ \text{DESC} (\text{PART}_{id}) = \text{description} \]

Correspondingly

\[ \text{PART-NUMBER} (\text{PART}_{id}) = \text{number} \]

In summary, several attributes may be defined for an entity. A given attribute takes a single value for a given entity.

**Array representation of relations**

The three previous concepts lead us to the problem of representing attributes and relations using APL syntax.

The functional expressions,

\[
\text{Supply} (\text{id}_{\text{part}}_1, \text{id}_{\text{project}}_2, \text{id}_{\text{supplier}}_3) = \text{true} = 1 \quad \text{(2)}
\]

\[ \text{attribute} (\text{id}) = \text{value} \]

for the specification of relations and attributes are quite natural. But APL — or any other programming language — does not allow this use of a function at the left of the assignment sign. By introducing \( U \), the universe of discourse, as being the set of all possible id's, an r-ary relation may be seen as a logical n-dimensional array where indices are id's of entities and when a particular element has a value 1 if and only if the corresponding n-tuple of id's satisfies the relation. Expressions (2) become, using
AFL notation

Supply [id_part_1, id_project_2, id_supplier_3] + 1
attribute [id] + value

A n-ary relation has thus an array form

\[ R[i_1; i_2; i_3; \ldots; i_n] \]

A geometric interpretation follows immediately. A n-ary relation is a set of points in a n-dimensional space (where only integer coordinates are used). For example, a relation \( R \) containing the 2-tuples \((2,3), (4,2)\) and \((5,3)\) may be represented by \(A, B, C\) in Fig. 1.
DATA MODEL

Universe

Let us denote by \( N \) the maximum number of entities in the system. Then the Universe of discourse is defined as

\[
U = iN
\]

\( U \) is the integer vector \((1, 2, 3, \ldots, N)\).

Entity_class

Entities may be grouped into sets called Eclasses. Each Eclass is referred to by an \( i \) id. The characteristic of the set of Eclasses is defined as a vector \( \text{ECLASS} \) of \( N \) logical elements where \( \text{ECLASS} [i] \) has a value 1 if and only if \( i \) is the id of an Eclass. This vector is initialized by

\[
\text{ECLASS} = N \cdot 0
\]

Name_of_an_entity

\( \text{NAME} \) is defined as an array of characters of size \((N,n)\) where \( \text{NAME}[i;j] \) is a character vector associated with \( i \). Name is initialized by

\[
\text{NAME} = (N,n) \cdot 0
\]

At this level we ignore the fact that the name may be variable in length. Fig. 2 gives a geometrical interpretation.

![Fig. 2](image-url)
A function ID permits us to retrieve the id corresponding to a given name. By definition

\[ \text{ID NAME}[i] = i \text{ is true} \]

Definition of an Eclass

An Eclass with id=i can be defined by using

\[ \text{ECLASS}[i] + 1 \]

An Eclass must also be named by a statement

\[ \text{NAME}[i] \text{'eclassname'} \]

One associates with the Eclass a logical vector which is the characteristic of the Eclass and initializes it by

\[ \text{eclassname} = N \rho \]

Definition of Attributes

An attribute is a variable which may have a unique value for a given entity. Note that 'variable' is used in the API sense and may be an array.

The characteristic of the set of attributes is defined and initialized by

\[ \text{ATT} + N \rho \]

An attribute is referred to by an id. An attribute with id=j can be defined by

\[ \text{ATT}[j] + 1 \]

An attribute must be named by a statement

\[ \text{NAME}[j] \text{'attrname'} \]

A variable must be defined with this name and appropriate shape and type by

\[ \text{attrname} + (N,x) \rho y \]

where x specifies the shape wanted for the attribute of a single entity and y the default value of the attribute. Fig.3 represents an attribute geometrically.
FIG. 3

If the attribute of a single entity is a scalar, the statement becomes

\[ \text{attrname} + N \rho y \]

**link between attribute and Eclass**

There exists a system relation \( \text{ATTRIBUTE} \) with the corresponding array form

\[ \text{ATTRIBUTE}[i;j] \]

where \( i \) is the id of an Eclass and \( j \) the id of an attribute and

\[ \text{ATTRIBUTE}[i;j] \]

has a value 1 if and only if an attribute \( j \) may be applied to entities in Eclass \( i \).

Note that NAME may be considered as a system attribute valid for all Eclasses.

**Assignment of an entity to an Eclass**

An entity with \( \text{id}=k \) is defined and assigned to the Eclass 'eclassname' by

\[ \text{eclassname}[k]+1 \]

The form of statements assigning values to attributes of an entity \( k \), depends on the shape or portion of the value which must be assigned.

For example, if the value is a scalar,

\[ \text{attrname}[k]+\text{scalar} \]

If it is a vector,
attrname[ k; ]+ vector

If only one element of the vector has to be changed,

attrname[ k;h;1 ] + scalar

Relation and Relation_class (Rclass)

We have seen how an n-ary relation R is represented by
a n-dimensional array. The relation R itself is an entity
and attributes may be defined and values assigned to them.
Thus a complete parallelism exists between ECLASS, entity
class, entity and the following definitions.

Relation may be grouped into an Rclass. The
characteristic of the set of Rclasses is defined and
initialized by

RCLASS = N p 0

The definition of an Rclass with id=r is done by

RCLASS [ r ]+ 1

and

NAME [ r; ] + 'relclass'

Attributes may be defined and assigned exactly as for
Eclasses.

A relation with id=m, in Rclass 'relclass' is defined
by

relclass[ m ]+ 1

and

NAME[ m; ] + 'rname'

and the number of domains, n, on which the relation is
defined, is specified by

rname = (n p N) p 0

This also initializes the relation as empty.

Basic operations on relations include

n-tuple insertion in R R[ i;j;k... ] + 1
deletion in R R[ i;j;k... ]+ 0
existence test R [ i;j;k... ]
System attributes for relation

System attributes may be applied to relations to specify some physical or logical properties. For example

```
sysatt[1] = 1
```

would indicate that this particular property holds for relation m. The choice of these attributes is implementation dependent.

Domain definition

A higher level language should be able to identify the domain of a relation. This information must be included in the data model.

A domain may be an Eclass or the union of several Eclasses. A system relation is defined, with an array form

```
DOMAIN [i;j;p]
```

where i is the id of a relation, j the id of an Eclass and p an integer and

```
DOMAIN [i;j;p]
```

has a value 1 if and only if the pth domain of relation i is Eclass j or includes j as a subset.

It is initialized by

```
DOMAIN + [(N,N,N) = 0
```

Role definition

A higher level language must also be able to refer to a particular domain by name. We already mentioned the necessity of introducing a role name when the domains are not unique. This is also true for a domain which is not defined by a single Eclass. The information concerning the roles must also appear in the model.

The characteristic of the set of roles is defined and initialized as

```
FATTR + N = 0
```

A role is referred to by an id. A role with id=j can be defined by

```
FATTR [j] = 1
FNAME [j] = 'rolename'
```

There exists a system relation
ROLE \([i;j;p]\)

where \(i\) is the id of a relation, \(j\) the id of an Eclass or an attribute, \(p\) is an integer and

\[ \text{ROLE} \rightarrow \text{.network} \]

\[ \text{ROLE} \rightarrow \text{network} \]

has a value 1 if and only if the \(p\)th domain of relation \(i\) may be referred to by role \(j\).

It is initialized by

\[ \text{ROLE} + (N,N,N) \rho 0 \]

MORE COMPLEX OPERATIONS

The reader who is familiar with APL will see immediately how the power of expression of the language may be used in conjunction with the proposed data model. But it is worthwhile to point out some basic functions.

- If an Eclass is called \('eclassname'\) a vector containing the id's of all entities in the Eclass is

\[ \text{eclassname} / U \]

as this expression selects from \(U\) the id's for which \(eclassname [id]\) has a value 1.

- Set operations are performed on the characteristics. If \(C1, C2\) are the characteristics of two sets, \(C1 \lor C2\) is the characteristic of the set obtained by taking the union of the two sets and \(C1 \land C2\) the characteristic of the set obtained by intersecting the two sets.

- In a relation \(R [i;j;k...]\) the characteristic of the set of all \(j\)'s satisfying \(R [i0;j;k0...]=1\) is

\[ R [i0;;k0...]\]

- A very common operation used in relation processing is the projection which eliminates some domains of a relation. We refer to (2) for analysis of this operation and the following ones. Elimination of domain \(i\) may be written as

\[ \lor / [i] R \]

(compression along the \(i\)th dimension, using the OR operation).

- A permutation of domains in a relation is equivalent to the APL transpose operator.

- Another important operation on relations is called
We consider the join between two binary relations (extension to higher order relation is immediate). If \( R[i; j] \) and \( S[k; l] \) are two relations joinable on the identical domains of \( j \) and \( k \), then the AND cuter product

\[
Z = R \circ \land S
\]

yields a 4-dimensional array \( Z \) in which \( Z[i; j; k; l] = 1 \) if \( R[i; j] = 1 \) and \( S[k; l] = 1 \); and the transpose operation

\[
1 2 2 3 \phi Z
\]

eliminates the common domain. The join may thus be written as

\[
1 2 2 3 \phi R \circ \land S
\]

Conclusion

This paper has shown how APL may operate on a relational data-base. Any implementation based on this model needs to define the physical characteristics of the data, that is, the way they are actually stored on auxiliary storage, and then code the algorithms corresponding to the APL operators. This would enable implementations to be compatible with existing data-bases. Only a subset of the operators may be implemented if one wishes to specialize the system for pure data retrieval.

It is obvious that an implementation could not use the conventional physical representation of arrays as in the APL System (10), Fortran or PL/I. As arrays representing classes, attributes and relations are sparsely populated, one wants to adopt a more compact representation. Because auxiliary storage is used, a segmentation of information must exist and be based on logical criteria. Report (4) describes a specific implementation of a relational data-base, which is based on these principles. Such an approach may be used to organize physically the information contained in sparse arrays.
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Example

An extensive example is presented. The context of the example has been mentioned before. One defines sets of entities: projects, parts, suppliers. Parts may have an attribute (quantity on hand). A relation is defined

\[ F \text{ (part, project, supplier)} \]

\( (F \) is used instead of Supply for conciseness). 

The example has been tested using a simulation on a standard APL system with a very small universe.

The first ten lines are used for simulation. They initialize the system values and relations.
\[ DEMO[\square] \]

\[ DEMO \]

1. \( n \leftarrow 25 \)
2. \( U \leftarrow 1 \)
3. \( NAME \leftarrow (n, 4) \cdot 'X' \)
4. \( ECLASS \leftarrow \emptyset \)
5. \( ATTR \leftarrow RCLASS \leftarrow RATTR \leftarrow ECLASS \)
6. \( ATTRIBUTE \leftarrow (n, n) \cdot \emptyset \)
7. \( DOMAIN \leftarrow (n, n, \emptyset) \cdot \emptyset \)
8. \( ROLE \leftarrow DOMAIN \)
9. \( A \)
10. \( ECLASS \leftarrow [1, 2, 3, 4] \cdot 1 \)
11. \( NAME \leftarrow [1, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 'P ART' \)
12. \( NAME \leftarrow [2, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 'PR O J' \)
13. \( NAME \leftarrow [3, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 'SUP P' \)
14. \( NAME \leftarrow [4, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 'ASS B' \)
15. \( PART \leftarrow PRO J \leftarrow SUPP \leftarrow ASS B \leftarrow \emptyset \)
16. \( A \)
17. \( PART \leftarrow [7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 21] \cdot 1 \)
18. \( PRO J \leftarrow [11, 12, 13, 14] \cdot 1 \)
19. \( SUPP \leftarrow [15, 16, 17, 22, 23] \cdot 1 \)
20. \( A \)
21. \( ATTR \leftarrow [5, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 'QUOH' \)
22. \( QUOH \leftarrow \emptyset \)
23. \( A \)
24. \( RCLASS \leftarrow [6, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 1 \)
25. \( NAME \leftarrow [6, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 'RCL 1' \)
26. \( RCL1 \leftarrow \emptyset \)
27. \( RCLASS \leftarrow [18, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 1 \)
28. \( NAME \leftarrow [18, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 'R' \)
29. \( R \leftarrow (3n) \cdot \emptyset \)
30. \( A \)
31. \( RATTR \leftarrow [19, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 1 \)
32. \( NAME \leftarrow [19, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 'COMP' \)
33. \( DOMAIN \leftarrow [18, 1, 4, 1] \cdot 1 \)
34. \( DOMAIN \leftarrow [18, 2, 2] \cdot 1 \)
35. \( DOMAIN \leftarrow [18, 3, 3] \cdot 1 \)
36. \( ROLE \leftarrow [18, 19, 1] \cdot 1 \)
37. \( ROLE \leftarrow [18, 2, 2] \cdot 1 \)
38. \( ROLE \leftarrow [18, 3, 3] \cdot 1 \)
39. \( ATTRIBUTE \leftarrow [1, 5, \cdot \cdot \cdot ] \cdot 1 \)
40. \( A \)
41. \( A \)
42. \( A \)

**DIMENSION OF THE Universe**

\( n \leftarrow 25 \)

**Universe Vector**

**Name Array**

**Initialize Characteristic for EClass**

For ATTR, RCLASS...

**Attribute(EClass, ATTR)**

**Domain(RELATION, ECLASS, POSITION)**

**Role(RELATION, ATTR, ECLASS, POSITION)**

---

**Define Four EClasses**

With their names

**Characteristics of EClasses**

**Define Some Parts**

Projects

Suppliers

**Define 'Quantity on Hand' as Attribute**

**Define an Rclass**

**Define a Relation**

R is a 3-ary relation

**Define a Role Name**

First domain is union of EClasses 1, 4
Second Domain

Third Domain

First role name is 'COMP'

Second role name is EClass name

Third role name is EClass name

QUOH is attribute of Parts
FOR WHICH ECLASS IS ATTRIBUTE 5 VALID?

FIND NAMES OF ALL ECLASSES

FIND NAMES OF ALL ATTRIBUTES

FIND ALL PROJECTS

FIND ECLASSES INVOLVED IN THE DEFINITION OF FIRST DOMAIN OF RELATION 18

FIND THE ROLE NAMES

* COMMENT

THE ABOVE QUESTIONS SHOW HOW THE DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA-BASE CAN BE INTERROGATED WITH THE SAME LANGUAGE.
MAKE ENTRIES IN RELATION R

1  R[7;11;17]+1
2  R[7;11;23]+1
3  R[7;12;16]+1
4  R[7;13;16]+1
5  R[7;14;23]+1
6  R[8;13;15]+1
7  R[9;13;22]+1
8  R[10;13;16]+1
9  R[10;13;16]+1
10 R[9;12;22]+1
11 R[10;12;17]+1
12 R[10;14;17]+1
13 R[10;14;22]+1
14 R[10;11;22]+1
15 R[10;11;17]+1
16 R[10;13;17]+1
17 R[10;13;16]+1

EXISTENCE TEST

1  ANSWER IS YES
   DELETE ENTRY IN R
0  ANSWER IS NO
   MAKE ENTRY
   WHO SUPPLIES PART 7 TO PROJECT 11

WHAT PARTS ARE SUPPLIED BY 16 TO PROJECT 13

FIND ALL PARTS BEING SUPPLIED

NUMBER OF PROJECTS WHICH ARE SUPPLIED

FIND THESE PROJECTS

SET VALUES FOR QUOH

FIND VALUES OF QUOH WHICH ARE ≥25
CHARACTERISTIC OF SUPPLIERS WHO SUPPLY PART 7 AND ALL SUPPLIERS WHO DO NOT SUPPLY PART 7

FIND ALL SUPPLIERS WHO SUPPLY TO ALL PROJECTS

FIND ALL SUPPLIERS WHO SUPPLY THE SAME PART TO ALL PROJECTS

FIND ALL PARTS SUPPLIED BY 16 TO PROJECT 13

FIND ALL SUPPLIERS WHO SUPPLY AT LEAST THOSE PROJECTS WHICH ARE SUPPLIED BY 15
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Obsolete 10/30/72
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320-2024 Mass Storage Software Simulated Associative Memory for PL/I Graphics
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Obsolete 10/30/72
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L. H. Seawright, J. A. Kelch
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Obsolete
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F. Wahi
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G320-2067  APL as a Language for Handling a Relational Data Base
R. Lorie
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G320-2068  Preferred Virtual Machines for CP-67
E. Parmelee
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R. Adair, Y. Bard
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